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Drift analysis is one of the state-of-the-art techniques for the runtime
analysis of randomized search heuristics (RSHs) such as evolutionary al-
gorithms (EAs), simulated annealing etc. The vast majority of existing
drift theorems yield bounds on the expected value of the hitting time
for a target state, e. g., the set of optimal solutions, without making addi-
tional statements on the distribution of this time. We address this lack by
providing a general drift theorem that includes bounds on the upper and
lower tail of the hitting time distribution. The new tail bounds are applied
to prove very precise sharp-concentration results on the running time of a
simple EA on standard benchmark problems, including the class of general
linear functions. Surprisingly, the probability of deviating by an r-factor
in lower order terms of the expected time decreases exponentially with r
on all these problems. The usefulness of the theorem outside the theory
of RSHs is demonstrated by deriving tail bounds on the number of cycles
in random permutations. All these results handle a position-dependent
(variable) drift that was not covered by previous drift theorems with tail
bounds. Finally, user-friendly specializations of the general drift theorem
are given.
1 Introduction
Randomized search heuristics (RSHs) such as simulated annealing, evolutionary
algorithms (EAs), ant colony optimization etc. are highly popular techniques
in black-box optimization, i. e., the problem of optimizing a function with only
oracle access to the function. These heuristics often imitate some natural pro-
cess, and are rarely designed with analysis in mind. Their extensive use of
randomness, such as in the mutation operator, render the underlying stochastic
processes non-trivial. While the theory of RSHs is less developed than the the-
ory of classical, randomized algorithms, significant progress has been made in
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the last decade [2, 32, 19, 10]. This theory has mainly focused on the optimiza-
tion time, which is the random variable TA,f defined as the number of oracle
accesses the heuristic A makes before the maximal argument of f is found. Most
classical studies considered the expectation of TA,f , however more information
about the distribution of the optimisation time is often needed. For example,
the expectation can be deceiving when the runtime distribution has a high vari-
ance. Also, tail bounds can be helpful for other performance measures, such as
fixed-budget computation which seeks to estimate the approximation-quality as
a function of time [8, 20, 25].
Results on the runtime of RSHs were obtained after relevant analytical tech-
niques were developed, some adopted from other fields, others developed specif-
ically for RSHs. Drift analysis, which is a central method for analyzing the
hitting time of stochastic processes, was introduced to the analysis of simulated
annealing as early as in 1988 [36]. Informally, it allows long-term properties of
a discrete-time stochastic process (Xt)t∈N0 to be inferred from properties of the
one-step change ∆t := Xt −Xt+1. In the context of EAs, one has been partic-
ularly interested in the random variable Ta defined as the smallest t such that
Xt ≤ a. For example, if Xt represents the “distance” of the current solution in
iteration t to an optimum, then T0 is the optimization time.
Since its introduction to evolutionary computation by He and Yao in 2001
[16], drift analysis has been widely used to analyze the optimization time of EAs.
Many drift theorems have been introduced, such as additive [16], multiplicative
[7, 9], variable [21, 31, 35], and population [26] drift theorems. Drift analysis
is also used outside theory of RSHs, for example in queuing theory [3, 12].
The widespread use of these techniques in separated research fields has made it
difficult to get an overview and a unified presentation of the drift theorems, see
the recent survey by Lengler [29]. However, at least for the case of expected first
hitting times under additive drift, theorems that are as general as possible have
been obtained in the meantime [24]. Drift analysis is also related to other areas,
such as stochastic differential equations and stochastic difference relations.
Most drift theorems used in the theory of RSHs relate to the expectation
of the hitting time Ta, and there are fewer results about the tails Pr(Ta > t)
and Pr(Ta < t). From the simple observation that Pr(Ta > t) ≤ Pr(
∑t
i=0 ∆i <
a − X0), the problem is reduced to bounding the deviation of a sum of ran-
dom variables. If the ∆t were independent and identically distributed, then
one would be in the familiar scenario of Chernoff/Hoeffding-like bounds. The
stochastic processes originating from RSHs are rarely so simple, in particular
the ∆t are often dependent variables, and their distributions are not explicitly
given. However, bounds on the form E(∆t | Xt) ≥ h(Xt) for some function h
often hold. The drift is called variable when h is a non-constant function. The
variable drift theorem provides bounds on the expectation of Ta given some con-
ditions on h. However, there have been no general tail bounds from a variable
drift condition. The only results in this direction seem to be the tail bounds for
probabilistic recurrence relations from [22]; however, this scenario is restricted
to monotonically decreasing stochastic processes.
Our contribution is a new, general drift theorem that provides sharp con-
centration results for the hitting time of stochastic processes with variable drift,
along with concrete advice and examples how to apply it. The theorem is used
to bound the tails of the optimization time of the well-known (1+1) EA [11] to
the benchmark problems OneMax and LeadingOnes, as well as the class of
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linear functions, which is an intensively studied problem in the area [39]. Sur-
prisingly, the results show that the distribution is highly concentrated around
the expectation. The probability of deviating by an r-factor in lower order
terms decreases exponentially with r. In an application outside the theory of
RSHs, we analyse the drift in probabilistic recurrence relations, showing that
the number of cycles in a random permutation is sharply concentrated around
the expectation lnn.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and ba-
sics of drift analysis. Section 3 presents the general drift theorem with tail
bounds and suggestions for user-friendly corollaries. Section 4 applies the tail
bounds from our theorem. Sharp-concentration results on the running time of
the (1+1) EA on OneMax, LeadingOnes and general linear functions are
obtained. An application outside the theory of RSHs with respect to random
recurrence relations is described at the end of this section (Section 4.2). In all
these applications, the probability of deviating by an r-factor in lower order
terms of the expected time decreases exponentially with r.
2 Preliminaries
We analyze time-discrete stochastic processes represented by a sequence of non-
negative random variables (Xt)t∈N0 . For example, Xt could represent a certain
distance value of an RSH from an optimum. We adopt the convention that the
process should pass below some threshold a ≥ 0 (“minimizes” its state) and
define the first hitting time Ta := min{t | Xt ≤ a}. If the actual process seeks
to maximize its state, typically a straightforward mapping allows us to stick to
the convention of minimization. In an important special case, we are interested
in the hitting time T0 of target state 0; for example when a (1+1) EA, a very
simple RSH, is run on the well-known OneMax problem and were are interested
in the first point of time where the number of zero-bits becomes zero. Note that
Ta is a stopping time and that we assume that the stochastic process is adapted
to some filtration (Ft)t∈N0 , such as its natural filtration σ(X0, . . . , Xt).
Our main goal is to describe properties of the distribution of the first hitting
time Ta, hence some information about the stochastic process before that time is
required. In particular, we consider the expected one-step change of the process
δt := E(Xt −Xt+1 ; Xt > a | Ft),
the so-called drift. For any event A and random variable X, we use the well-
established notation E(X ; A | Ft) := E(X1 {A} | Ft), where 1 {} is the indi-
cator function. Note that δt in general is a random variable since the outcomes
of X0, . . . , Xt are random. Suppose we manage to bound the random variable
δt from below by some real number δ
∗ > 0, conditioning on that Xt ≥ a. This
is the same as bounding
E(Xt −Xt+1 − δ∗ ; Xt > a | Ft) ≥ 0,
except for the case that Pr(Xt > a), where the conditioning does not work;
however, this difference is unimportant for our analysis of first hitting time.
Then, informally speaking, we know that the process, conditioned on not having
reached the target, decreases its state in expectation by at least δ∗ in every step,
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and the additive drift theorem (see Theorem 1 below) will provide a bound on
T0 that only depends on X0 and δ
∗. In fact, the very natural-looking result
E(T0 | F0) ≤ X0/δ∗ will be obtained. However, bounds on the drift might be
more complicated. For example, a bound on δt might depend on Xt or states
at even earlier points of time, e. g., if the progress decreases as the current state
decreases. This is often the case in applications to EAs.
As pointed out, the drift δt is in general a random variable and should not
be confused with the “expected drift” E(δt) = E(E(Xt −Xt+1;Xt > a | Ft)),
which rarely is available since it averages over the whole history of the stochastic
process. Drift as used in this paper is based on the inspection of the progress
from one step to another, taking into account every possible history. This
one-step inspection often makes it easy to come up with bounds on δt. Drift
theorems could also be formulated based on expected drift, possibly allowing
stronger statement on the first hitting time. However, in many applications it
is infeasible to bound the expected value of the drift in a precise enough way
for stronger statement to be obtained. See [18] for one of the rare analyses of
“expected drift”, which we will not get into in this paper.
We now cite the first drift theorem for additive drift. It goes back to [16]
and has subsequently been generalized in various ways, e. g., by removing un-
necessary assumptions like a discrete search space and the Markov property.
The formulation closely follows [24]. For convenience, we demand a bounded
state space for the lower bound; variants for two-sided unbounded spaces are
discussed in [24].
Theorem 1 (Additive Drift, following [24]). Let (Xt)t∈N0 , be a stochastic pro-
cess, adapted to a filtration (Ft)t∈N0 , over some state space S ⊆ R, and let
b, δu, δ` > 0. Then for T0 := min{t | Xt ≤ 0} and ∆t := Xt −Xt+1 it holds:
(i) If E(∆t − δu ; Xt > 0 | Ft) ≥ 0 and Xt ≥ 0 for all t ∈ N0 then
E(T0 | F0) ≤ X0δu .
(ii) If E(∆t − δ` ; Xt > 0 | Ft) ≤ 0 and Xt ≤ b for all t ∈ N0, then
E(T0 | F0) ≥ X0δ` .
Additive drift concerns the simple scenario where there is a progress of at
least δu from all non-optimal states towards the target in (i) and a progress of
at most δ` in (ii). Since the δ-values are independent of Xt, one has to use the
worst-case drift over all non-optimal Xt. This might lead to very bad bounds
on the first hitting time, which is why more general theorems (as mentioned in
the introduction) were developed. Interestingly, these more general theorems
are often proved based on Theorem 1 using an appropriate mapping (sometimes
called Lyapunov function, potential function, distance function or drift function)
from the original state space to a new one. Informally, the mapping “smoothes
out” position-dependent drift into an (almost) position-independent drift. We
will use the same approach when deriving concrete tail bounds in Section 4.
3 General Drift Theorem
In this section, we present our general drift theorem. As pointed out in the
introduction, we strive for a general statement, partly at the expense of sim-
plicity. More user-friendly specializations will be given later. Nevertheless, the
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underlying idea of the complicated-looking general theorem is the same as in all
drift theorems. We look into the one-step drift δt = E(Xt −Xt+1 | Ft), which
is a random variable that may depend on the complete history of the process
up to time t. Then we assume we have a (upper or lower) bound h(Xt) on the
drift, formally δt ≥ h(Xt) or δt ≤ h(Xt), where the bound depends on Xt only,
i. e., a possibly smaller σ-algebra than Ft. Based on h, we define a new function
g (see Remark 1), with the aim of “smoothing out” the dependency, and the
drift w. r. t. g (formally, E(g(Xt)− g(Xt+1) | Ft)) is analyzed. Statements (i)
and (ii) of the following Theorem 2 provide bounds on E(T0) based on the
drift w. r. t. g. In fact, g can be defined in a very similar way as in existing
variable-drift theorems [21, 31, 35], such that Statements (i) and (ii) can be
understood as generalized variable drift theorems for upper and lower bounds
on the expected hitting time, respectively.
Statements (iii) and (iv) concern tail bounds on the hitting time, the main
focus of this paper. Here moment-generating functions (mgfs.) of the drift
w. r. t. g come into play, formally E(e−λ(g(Xt)−g(Xt+1)) | Ft) is bounded. Bounds
on the mgf. may depend on the point of time t, as captured by the bounds
βu(t) and β`(t). Section 4 gives an example where the mapping g smoothes
out the position-dependent drift into a (nearly) position-independent and time-
independent drift, while the mgf. of the drift w. r. t. g still depends on the current
point (and indirectly on the expected position) of time t.
Our drift theorem generalizes virtually all existing drift theorems concerned
with a drift towards the target, including variable drift theorems for upper
[21, 35, 31] and lower bounds [6, 14, 5], a non-monotone variable drift theorem
[13], and multiplicative drift theorems [7, 39, 4]. Our theorem also generalizes
fitness-level theorems [38, 37], another well-known technique in the analysis of
randomized search heuristics. Some examples of such generalizations are shown
in a supplementary technical report [28]; however, often already the proof in
the original publication makes explicit that the additive drift theorem is applied
with respect to an appropriately defined potential function. Note that we do
not consider the case of negative drift (drift away from the target) as studied in
[33, 34, 30] since this scenario is handled with structurally different techniques.
Remark 1. If for some function h : R≥xmin → R+ where xmin > 0 and 1/h(x)
is integrable on R≥xmin , either E(Xt − Xt+1 − h(Xt) ; Xt ≥ xmin | Ft) ≥ 0 or
E(Xt−Xt+1−h(Xt) ; Xt ≥ xmin | Ft) ≤ 0 hold, it is recommended to define the
function g in Theorem 2 as g(x) := x/h(xmin) for all x < xmin, and otherwise










Theorem 2 (General Drift Theorem). Let (Xt)t∈N0 , be a stochastic process,
adapted to a filtration (Ft)t∈N0 , over some state space S ⊆ R. For some a ≥ 0,
let Ta = min{t | Xt ≤ a}. Moreover, let g : S → R≥0 be a function such that
g(0) = 0 and g(x) > g(a) for all x > a. Then:
(i) If E(g(Xt) − g(Xt+1) − αu ; Xt > 0 | Ft) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ N0 and some
αu > 0 then E(T0 | F0) ≤ g(X0)αu .
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(ii) If there is xmax > 0 such that g(Xt) ≤ xmax and E(g(Xt) − g(Xt+1) −




(iii) If there exists λ > 0 and a function βu : N0 → R+ such that
E(e−λ(g(Xt)−g(Xt+1)) − βu(t) ; Xt > a | Ft) ≤ 0






(iv) If there exists λ > 0 and a function β` : N0 → R+ such that
E(eλ(g(Xt)−g(Xt+1)) − β`(t) ; Xt > a | Ft) ≤ 0







for t∗ > 0 and X0 > a.
If additionally the set of states S ∩{x | x ≤ a} is absorbing, then Pr(Ta <





Statement (ii) is also valid (but useless) if the expected hitting time is infi-
nite.
Special cases of (iii) and (iv). If E(e−λ(g(Xt)−g(Xt+1)) − βu ; Xt > a |
Ft) ≤ 0 for some time-independent βu, then Statement (iii) simplifies down to
Pr(Ta > t
∗ | F0) < βt
∗
u · eλ(g(X0)−g(a)); similarly for Statement (iv).
The tail bounds in (iii) and (iv) are obtained easily by the exponential
method (a generalized Chernoff bound), which idea is also implicit in [15].
Proof of Theorem 2. Since g(Xt) = 0 iff Xt = 0 and since the image of g is
bounded from below by 0 and additionally by xmax in item (ii), the first two
items follow from the classical additive drift theorem (Theorem 1). To prove the
third one, we consider the stopped process that does not move after time Ta.
We now use ideas implicit in [15] and argue that
Pr(Ta > t
∗ | F0) ≤ Pr(Xt∗ > a | F0) ≤ Pr(g(Xt∗) > g(a) | F0)
= Pr(eλg(Xt∗ ) > eλg(a) | F0) < E(eλg(Xt∗ )−λg(a) | F0),
where the second inequality uses that Xt∗ > a implies g(Xt∗) > g(a), the
equality that x 7→ ex is a bijection, and the last inequality is Markov’s inequality.
Now,
E(eλg(Xt∗ ) | F0) = E(eλg(Xt∗−1) · E(e−λ(g(Xt∗−1)−g(Xt∗ )) | Ft∗−1) | F0)
≤ E(eλg(Xt∗−1) | F0) · βu(t∗ − 1)
using the prerequisite from the third item. Unfolding the remaining expectation
inductively (note that this does not assume independence of g(Xr−1)− g(Xr)),
we get











which proves the third item.
The fourth item is proved similarly as the third one. Using a union bound
and that Xt∗ ≤ a follows from g(Xt∗) ≤ g(a),
Pr(Ta < t
∗ | F0) ≤
t∗−1∑
s=1
Pr(g(Xs) ≤ g(a) | F0)
for t∗ > 0, assuming X0 > a. Moreover,
Pr(g(Xs) ≤ g(a) | F0) = Pr(e−λg(Xs) ≥ e−λg(a) | F0) ≤ E(e−λg(Xs)+λg(a) | F0)
using again Markov’s inequality. By the prerequisites, we get













If furthermore S ∩ {x | x ≤ a} is absorbing then the event Xt∗ ≤ a is
necessary for Ta < t
∗. In this case,
Pr(Ta < t




Condition (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2 involve an mgf., which may be tedious
to compute. Inspired by [15] and [27], we show that bounds on the mgfs. follow
from more user-friendly conditions based on stochastic dominance, here denoted
by ≺.
Theorem 3. Let (Xt)t∈N0 , be a stochastic process, adapted to a filtration
(Ft)t∈N0 , over some state space S ⊆ {0} ∪ R≥xmin , where xmin ≥ 0. Let
h : R≥xmin → R+ be a function such that 1/h(x) is integrable on R≥xmin . Sup-




Z for Xt ≥ xmin for all t ∈ N0 and E(eλZ) = D for some D > 0. Then the
following two statements hold for the first hitting time T := min{t | Xt = 0}.
(i) If E(Xt −Xt+1 − h(Xt) ; Xt ≥ xmin | Ft) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ N0 then for any
δ > 0, and η := min{λ, δλ2/(D − 1− λ)} and t∗ > 0 it holds that









(ii) If E(Xt −Xt+1 − h(Xt) ; Xt ≥ xmin | Ft) ≤ 0 for all t ∈ N0 then for any
δ > 0, η := min{λ, δλ2/(D − 1− λ)} and t∗ > 0 it holds on X0 > 0 that












If state 0 is absorbing then Pr(T < t∗ | F0) ≤ exp
(










Z. This is implied by |Xt+1 −Xt|(1/infx≥xmin h(x)) ≺ Z.




h(y) dy for x ≥ xmin and
g(x) := xh(xmin) for x < xmin. Let ∆t := g(Xt) − g(Xt+1) and note that ∆t =∫Xt
Xt+1
1
h(x) dx. To satisfy the third condition of Theorem 2, we note















= 1− η + η
2
λ2
(eλZ − λE(Z)− 1),
where we have used E(∆t) ≥ 1 (proved in Theorem 2) and λ ≥ η . Since
|∆t| ≺ Z, also E(Z) ≥ 1. Using eλZ = D and η ≤ δλ2/(D − 1− λ), we obtain
E(e−η∆t) ≤ 1− η + δη = 1− (1− δ)η ≤ e−η(1−δ).
Setting βu := e
−η(1−δ) and using η as the λ of Theorem 2 proves the first
statement.
For the second statement, analogous calculations prove
E(eη∆t) ≤ 1 + (1 + δ)η ≤ eη(1+δ).
We set β` := e








which was to be proven. If additionally an absorbing state 0 is assumed,
the stronger upper bound follows from the corresponding statement in The-
orem 2.(iv).
4 Applications of the Tail Bounds
We now show that Theorem 2 together with the function g defined explicitly
in Remark 1, constitute a general and precise tool for analysis of stochastic
processes. It provides sharp tail bounds on the running time of randomized
search heuristics which were not obtained before by drift analysis, as well as
tail bounds on random recursions, such as those in analysis of random permu-
tations (see Section 4.2). Most existing drift theorems, including an existing
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result proving tail bounds with multiplicative drift, can be phrased as special
cases of the general drift theorem, see [28] for examples. Recently, in [23] dif-
ferent tail bounds were proven for the scenario of additive drift using classical
concentration inequalities such as Azuma-Hoeffding bounds. These bounds are
not directly comparable to the ones from our general drift theorem; they are
more specific but yield even stronger exponential bounds.
We first give sharp tail bounds on the optimization time of the (1+1) EA
which maximizes pseudo-Boolean functions f : {0, 1}n → R. The optimization
time is defined in the canonical way at the smallest t such that xt is an optimum.
We consider classical benchmark problems from the theory of RSHs. Despite
their simplicity, their analysis has turned out surprisingly difficult and research
is still ongoing.
Algorithm 1 (1+1) Evolutionary Algorithm (EA)
Choose uniformly at random an initial bit string x0 ∈ {0, 1}n.
for t := 0 to ∞ do
Create x′ by flipping each bit in xt i.i.d. with probability 1/n (mutation).
xt+1 := x
′ if f(x′) ≥ f(xt), and xt+1 := xt otherwise (selection).
end for
4.1 OneMax, Linear Functions and LeadingOnes
A simple pseudo-Boolean function is given by OneMax(x1, . . . , xn) = x1 +
· · ·+ xn. It is included in the class of so-called linear functions f(x1, . . . , xn) =
w1xn + · · ·+wnxn, where wi ∈ R for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We start by citing very precise
bounds on first the expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA on OneMax
and then prove the new tail bounds. The lower bounds obtained will imply
results for all linear functions.
Theorem [17] The expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA on OneMax
is en lnn − c1n + (e/2) lnn + c2 + O((log n)/n), where c1 = 1.892541 . . . and
c2 = 0.597899 . . . are explicitly computable constants.
We now derive the sharp tail bounds. The following upper concentration
inequality in Theorem 4 is not new but is already implicit in the classical work
on multiplicative drift analysis [9, 7]. A similar upper bound is even available
for all linear functions [39]. By contrast, the lower concentration inequality is a
novel and non-trivial result.
Theorem 4. The optimization time of the (1+1) EA on OneMax is at least
en lnn− cn− ren, where c is a constant, with probability at least 1− e−r/2 for
any r ≥ 0. It is at most en lnn+ ren with probability at least 1− e−r.
Proof of Theorem 4, upper tail. The upper tail is well known and can be easily
derived from the multiplicative drift theorem [7]. Let Xt denote the number of
zeros at time t. Since E(Xt − Xt+1 | Xt) ≥ (Xt/n)(1 − 1/n)n−1 ≥ Xt/(en),
one can choose δ := 1/(en) as the parameter of the multiplicative drift theorem.
Then the upper bound follows since X0 ≤ n and xmin = 1.
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We now consider the lower tail. The aim is to prove it using Theorem 2.(iv),
which includes a bound on the moment-generating function of the drift of g.
We first set up the h (and thereby the g) used for our purposes. The following
lemma bounds the drift and prepares the definition of h, which is given in the
subsequent Lemma 2.
Lemma 1. Let Xt denote the number of zeros of the current search point of


















Proof. The lower bound considers the expected number of flipping zero-bits,
assuming that no one-bit flips. The upper bound is obtained in the proof of
Lemma 6 in [6] and denoted by S1 ·S2, but is not made explicit in the statement
of the lemma.
Lemma 2. Consider the (1+1) EA on OneMax and let the random vari-
able Xt denote the current number of zeros at time t ≥ 0. Then h(i) :=
exp (−1 + 2die/n) · (die/n) · (1 + c∗/n) , where c∗ > 0 is a sufficiently large
constant, satisfies the condition E(Xt − Xt+1 | Xt = i) ≤ h(i) for i ∈ [n] :=
{1, . . . , n}. Moreover, with xmin := 1, define g(i) := min(i, xmin)/h(xmin) +∫max(i,xmin)
xmin
1/h(y) dy and ∆t := g(Xt) − g(Xt+1). Then for i ∈ [n], g(i) =∑i








n is an upper









1 + i/(n− 1)2
1 + i/(n2)
)n−i









where we used 1 + x ≤ ex twice. Therefore, E(Xt −Xt+1 | Xt = i) ≤ h(i).
The representation of g(i) as a sum follows immediately from h due to the









The next lemma provides a bound on the mgf. of the drift of g, which will
depend on the current state. Later, the state will be estimated based on the
current point of time, leading to a time-dependent bound on the mgf. Note that
we do not need the whole natural filtration based on X0, . . . , Xt but only Xt
since we have a Markov chain.
Lemma 3. Let λ := 1en and i ∈ [n]. Then E(e
λ∆t | Xt = i) ≤ 1 + λ + 2λi +
o(λ/log n).
Proof. We distinguish between three major cases.
Case 1: i = 1. Then Xt+1 = 0, implying ∆t ≤ en, with probability
(1/n)(1− 1/n)n−1 = (1/(en))(1 + 1/(n− 1)) and Xt+1 = i otherwise. We get





























Case 2: 2 ≤ i ≤ ln3 n. Let Y := i − Xt+1 and note that Pr(Y ≥ 2) ≤
(ln6 n)/n2 since a zero-bit flips with probability at most (ln3 n)/n. We consider
two sub-cases wrt Y .
Case 2a: 2 ≤ i ≤ ln3 n and Y ≥ 2. The largest value of ∆t is taken when
Y = i. Using Lemma 2 and estimating the i-th Harmonic number, we have
λ∆t ≤ (ln i) + 1 ≤ 3(ln lnn) + 1. The contribution to the mgf. is bounded by











Case 2b: 2 ≤ i ≤ ln3 n and Y < 2. Then Xt+1 ≥ Xt − 1, which implies
∆t ≤ en(ln(Xt)− ln(Xt+1)). We obtain
















i ≤ ln(k/j) and the second one
used Xt+1 ≥ i − 1. From Lemma 1, we get E(Y ) ≤ ien (1 + O((ln
3 n)/n)) for






































using i/(i− 1) ≤ 2 in the last step. Adding the bounds from the two sub-cases
proves the lemma in Case 2.







)lnn ≤ 1/(lnn)!. We
further subdivide the case according to whether Y ≥ lnn or not.
Case 3a: i > ln3 n and Y ≥ lnn. Since ∆t ≤ en(lnn+ 1), we get
E(eλ∆t · 1
{
Xt+1 ≤ i− ln3 n
}
| Xt = i) ≤
1
(lnn)!





Case 3b: i > ln3 n and Y < lnn. Then, using Lemma 2 and proceeding as
in Case 2b,
E(eλ∆t · 1 {Xt+1 > i− lnn} | Xt = i)





























where the last inequality used i > ln3 n. Since E(Y ) ≤ e−1+2i/n in (1 + c
∗/n), we
conclude























where we used (1 + ax)1/a ≤ 1 + x for x ≥ 0 and a ≥ 1. Adding up the bounds
from the two sub-cases, we have proved the lemma in Case 3.






The bound on the mgf. of ∆t derived in Lemma 3 is particularly large for
i = O(1), i. e., if the current state Xt is small. If Xt = O(1) held during the
whole optimization process, we could not prove the lower tail in Theorem 4
from the lemma. However, it is easy to see that Xt = i only holds for an
expected number of at most en/i steps. Hence, most of the time the term 2λ/i
is negligible, and the time-dependent β`(t)-term from Theorem 2.(iv) comes into
play. We make this precise in the following proof, where we iteratively bound
the probability of the process being at “small” states.
Proof of Theorem 4, lower tail. With overwhelming probability 1− 2−Ω(n) due
to Chernoff bounds, X0 ≥ (1 − ε)n/2 for an arbitrarily small constant ε > 0,
which we assume to happen. We consider phases in the optimization process.





n · e−1/2. Phase i, where i > 1, follows Phase i− 1 and ends before
the first step where Xt <
√
n · e−i/2. Obviously, the optimum is not found
before the end of Phase ln(n); however, this does not tell us anything about the
optimization time yet.
Phase i is called typical if it does not end before time eni − 1. We will
prove inductively that the probability of one of the first i phases not being






2 for some constant c′ > 0. This implies the
theorem since an optimization time of at least en lnn− cn− ren is implied by
the event that Phase lnn − dr − c/ee is typical, which has probability at least
1− c′e
−r+c/e+1
2 = 1− e−r2 for c = e(2 ln c′ + 1).
Fix some k > 1 and assume for the moment that all the first k−1 phases are
typical. Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, we have Xt ≥
√
ne−i/2 in Phase i, i. e., when
en(i−1) ≤ t ≤ eni−1. We analyze the event that additionally Phase k is typical,
which subsumes the event Xt ≥
√
ne−k/2 throughout Phase k. According to





≤ 1 + λ+ 2λei/2/
√






















using that k ≤ lnn. By Theorem 2.(iv) for a =
√
ne−k/2 and t = enk − 1 we
obtain




It is easy to see that g(X0) ≥ en lnn − c′′n for some constant c′′ > 0 (which
is assumed large enough to subsume the −O(log n) term). Moreover, g(x) ≤
en(lnx+ 1) according to Lemma 2. We get





for some sufficiently large constant c′′′ > 0, which proves the bound on the
probability of Phase k not being typical (without making statements about the
earlier phases). The probability that all phases up to and including Phase k are







n for a constant c′ > 0.
We now deduce a concentration inequality w. r. t. linear functions, essentially
depending on all variables, i. e., functions of the kind f(x1, . . . , xn) = w1x1 +
· · · + wnxn, where wi 6= 0. This intensitvely studied function class contains
OneMax [39].
Theorem 5. The optimization time of the (1+1) EA on any linear function
with non-zero weights is at least en lnn− cn− ren, where c is a constant, with
probability at least 1−e−r/2 for any r ≥ 0. It is at most en lnn+(1+r)en+O(1)
with probability at least 1− e−r.
Proof. The upper tail is proved in Theorem 5.1 in [39]. The lower bound follows
from the lower tail in Theorem 4 and the fact that the optimization time within
the class of linear functions is stochastically smallest for OneMax (Theorem 6.2
in [39]).





another intensively studied standard benchmark problem from the analysis of
RSHs. Tail bounds on the optimization time of the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes
were derived in [8]. This result represents a fundamentally new contribution,
but suffers from the fact that it depends on a very specific structure and closed
formula for the optimization time. Using a simplified version of Theorem 2 (see
Theorem 3), it is possible to prove similarly strong tail bounds without needing
this exact formula. As in [8], we are interested in a more general statement. Let
T (a) be the number of steps until the (1+1) EA has reached a LeadingOnes-
value of at least a, where 0 ≤ a ≤ n. Let Xt := max{0, a−LeadingOnes(xt)}
be the distance from the target a at time t. Lemma 4 states the drift of (Xt)t∈N0
exactly, see also [8].
Lemma 4. For all i > 0, E(Xt −Xt+1 | Xt = i) = (2 − 2−n+a−i+1)(1 −
1/n)a−i(1/n).
Proof. The leftmost zero-bit is at position a− i+ 1. To increase the Leading-
Ones-value (it cannot decrease), it is necessary to flip this bit and not to flip the
first a− i bits, which is reflected by the last two terms in the lemma. The first
term is due to the expected number of free-rider bits (a sequence of previously
random bits after the leftmost zero that happen to be all 1 at the time of
improvement). Note that there can be between 0 and n − a + i − 1 such bits.
By the usual argumentation using a geometric distribution [11], the expected










hence the expected progress in an improving step is 2− 2−n+a−i+1.
Statements (ii) and (iii) provide tail bounds. Statement (i) provides an
exact expression for the expected optimisation time, previously derived without
drift analysis [8].
Theorem 6. Let T (a) the time for the (1+1) EA to reach a LeadingOnes-
value of at least a. Moreover, let r ≥ 0. Then









(ii) For 0 < a ≤ n− log n, with probability at least 1− e−Ω(rn−3/2)











(iii) For log2 n−1 ≤ a ≤ n, with probability at least 1−e−Ω(rn−3/2)−e−Ω(log2 n)













Proof. The first statement is already contained in [8], so we turn to the second
statement. From Lemma 4, h(x) = (2 − 2/n)(1 − 1/n)a−x/n is a lower bound
on the drift E(Xt − Xt+1 | Xt = x) if x ≥ log n. To bound the change of
the g-function, we observe that h(x) ≥ 1/(en) for all x ≥ 1. This means
that Xt −Xt+1 = k implies g(Xt) − g(Xt+1) ≤ enk. Moreover, to change the
LeadingOnes-value by k, it is necessary that the first zero-bit flips (which
has probability 1/n), and k − 1 free-riders occur. The change does only get
stochastically larger if we assume an infinite supply of free-riders. Hence, g(Xt)−
g(Xt+1) is stochastically dominated by Z = enY , where Y is 0 with probability
1 − 1/n and, follows the geometric distribution with parameter 1/2 otherwise.










e−λ − (1− 1/2)
≤ 1 + 1
n(1− 2λ)
,
where we have used e−λ ≥ 1− λ. For the mgf. of Z it follows
E(eλZ) = E(eλenY ) ≤ 1 + 1
n(1− 2enλ)
.
For λ := 14en we get D := E(e











(which is less than λ if δ ≤ 8e−1). Choosing δ := n−1/2, we obtain η = Cn−3/2
for C := 1/((8e− 1)(4e)).
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We set t := (
∫X0
xmin
1/h(x) dx+r)/(1−δ) in the first statement of Theorem 3.
































Hence, using the theorem we get
Pr(T > t) = Pr(T > (U + r)/(1− δ)) ≤ e−ηr ≤ e−Crn
−3/2
.
Since U ≤ en2 and 1/(1− δ) ≤ 1 + 2δ = 1 + 2n−1/2, we get
Pr(T ≥ U + 2en3/2 + 2r) ≤ e−Crn
−3/2
.

















Finally, we prove the third statement of this theorem in a quite symmetrical
way to the second one. We can choose h(x) := 2(1 − 1/n)a−x/n as an upper
bound on the drift E(Xt − Xt+1 | Xt = x). The estimation of the E(eλZ)
still applies. We set t := (
∫X0
xmin
1/h(x) dx − r)/(1 − δ). Moreover, we assume








































where the last inequality used ex ≤ 1 + 2x for x ≤ 1 and ex ≥ 1 + x for x ∈ R.
The second statement of Theorem 3 yields (since state 0 is absorbing)






≥ (L− r)− δ(L− r) ≥ L− r − en3/2,
(using L ≤ en2), we get the third statement by analogous calculations as above.
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4.2 An Application to Probabilistic Recurrence Relations
Drift analysis is not only useful in the theory of RSHs, but also in classical
computer science. Here, we study the probabilistic recurrence relation T (n) =
a(n) + T (h(n)), where n is the problem size, a(n) the amount of work at the
current level of recursion, and h(n) is a random variable, denoting the size of
the problem at the next recursion level. The asymptotic distribution (letting
n→∞) of the number of cycles is well studied [1], but there are few results for
finite n. Karp [22] studied this scenario using different probabilistic techniques
than ours. Assuming knowledge of E(h(n)), he proved upper tail bounds for
T (n), more precisely he analyzed the probability of T (n) exceeding the solution
of the “deterministic” process T (n) = a(n) + T (E(h(n))).
We pick up the example from [22, Section 2.4] on the number of cycles in a
permutation π ∈ Sn drawn uniformly at random, where Sn denotes the set of all
permutations of the n elements [n]. A cycle is a subsequence of indices i1, . . . , i`
such that π(ij) = i(j mod `)+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ `. Each permutation partitions
the elements into disjoint cycles. The expected number of cycles in a random
permutation is Hn = lnn+ Θ(1). Moreover, the length of the cycle containing
any fixed element is uniform on [n]. This leads to the probabilistic recurrence
T (n) = 1 + T (h(n)) for the random number of cyles, where h(n) is uniform on
{0, . . . , n− 1}. As a result, [22] shows that the number of cycles is larger than
log2(n+ 1) + a with probability at most 2
−a+1. Note that log2(n) which is the
solution of the deterministic recurrence, is by a constant factor away from the
expected value. Lower tail bounds are not obtained in [22]. However, our drift
theorem implies that the number of cycles is sharply concentrated around its
expectation.
Theorem 7. Let N be the number of cycles in a random permutation of [n].
Then
Pr(N < (1− ε)(lnn)) ≤ e− ε
2
4 (1−o(1)) lnn
for any constant 0 < ε < 1. And for any constant ε > 0,
Pr(N ≥ (1 + ε)((lnn) + 1)) ≤ e−
min{ε,ε2}
6 lnn.
Proof. We regard the recurrence as a stochastic process, where Xt, t ≥ 0, de-
notes the number of elements not yet included in a cycle; X0 = n. If Xt = i then
Xt+1 is uniform on {0, ..., i− 1} [22]. Note that N equals the first hitting time
for Xt = 0, which is denoted by T0 in our notation. Clearly, N is stochastically
larger than Ta for any a > 0.
We now prove the lower tail using Theorem 2.(iv). We compute E(Xt+1 |
Xt) = (Xt − 1)/2, which means E(Xt − Xt+1 | Xt) ≥ Xt2 =
|Xt|
2 since Xt is
integral. Therefore we choose h(x) = |x|/2. Letting xmin = 1, we obtain the





j=1 2/dje for i ≥ 1 and g(0) = 0.
For the drift theorem, we have to compute g(i)−g(Xt+1), given Xt = i, and
to bound the mgf. w. r. t. this difference. We get
g(i)− g(Xt+1) ≤
{
2(ln(i)− ln(j)) for j = 1, ..., i− 1, each with prob. 1/i,
2(ln(i) + 1) with prob. 1/i
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Let Xt = i. For λ > 0, we bound the mgf.
E(eλ(g(i)−g(Xt+1))) ≤ 1
i














where η = 2λ. Now assume η constant and η < 1. Then














(i− 1)1−η − 1
)))
≤ iη−1(eη + 1) + 1
1− η
− iη−1 = iη−1eη + 1
1− η




ηiη−1+ η1−η =: β
using 1+x ≤ ex. The factor eeηiη−1 will be negligible (more precisely, eO((lnn)η−1))
for i ≥ lnn in the following, which is why we set a := lnn in Theorem 2.(iv).
From the theorem, we get Pr(Ta < t) ≤ βte−λ(g(X0)−g(a)). We work with
the lower bound g(X0) − g(a) =
∑n
j=a 2/j ≥ 2(ln(n + 1) − ln(a + 1)), which
yields
Pr(Ta < t) < β
te−λ(2(ln(n+1)−ln(a+1))) = βte−η lnn+O(ln lnn)
= eO(t(lnn)
η−1)+ η1−η t−η lnn+O(ln lnn) = eo(t)+O(ln lnn)+
η
1−η t−η lnn
Now we concentrate on the difference d(ε) = η1−η t− η lnn that is crucial for
the order of growth of the last exponent. We assume t := (1 − ε) lnn for some



















Using the bound for d(ε) in the exponent and noting that ε > 0 is constant,
give Pr(Ta < (1 − ε) lnn) ≤ e−
ε2
4 (1−o(1)) lnn, which also bounds T0 the same
way.
To prove the upper tail, we must set a := 0 in Theorem 2.(iii). Using the
lower bound on the difference of g-values derived above, we estimate for Xt = i






























From the drift theorem, we get
Pr(T0 > t) ≤ βteλ(g(X0)−g(0)) ≤ e−
ηt




Setting t := (1 + ε)(lnn+ 1) and η = ε/2, the exponent is no more than
−η(1 + ε/2 + ε/2)(lnn+ 1)
1 + ε/2




The last fraction is at most − ε
2
6 if ε ≤ 1 and at most −
ε
6 otherwise (if ε > 1).






We have presented a new and versatile drift theorem with tail bounds. It can
be understood as a general variable drift theorem and can be specialized into all
existing variants of variable, additive and multiplicative drift theorems we found
in the literature as well as the fitness-level technique. Moreover, it provides
lower and upper tail bounds, which were not available before in the context
of variable drift. These tail bounds were used to prove sharp concentration
inequalities on the optimization time of the (1+1) EA on OneMax, linear
functions and LeadingOnes. Despite the highly random fashion this RSH
operates, its optimization time is highly concentrated up to lower order terms.
The drift theorem also leads to tail bounds on the number of cycles in random
permutations. We expect further applications of these tail bounds, also to
classical randomized algorithms.
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